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Interference between magnetism and surface roughness in coherent soft x-ray scattering
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In coherent soft x-ray scattering from magnetically ordered surfaces there are contributions to the scattering
from the magnetic domains, from the surface roughness, and from the diffraction associated with the pinhole
aperture used as a coherence filter. In the present work, we explore the interplay between these contributions
by analyzing speckle patterns in diffusely scattered x rays from the surface of magnetic thin films. Magnetic
contrast from the surface of antiferromagnetically ordered LaFeO3 films is caused by magnetic linear dichro-
ism in resonant x-ray scattering. The samples studied possess two types of domains with their magnetic
orientations perpendicular to each other. By tuning the x-ray energy from one of the two Fe-L3 resonant
absorption peaks to the other, the relative amplitudes of the x-ray scattering from the two domains is inverted
which results in speckle pattern changes. A theoretical expression is derived for the intensity correlation
between the speckle patterns with the magnetic contrast inverted and not inverted. The model is found to be in
good agreement with the x-ray-scattering observations and independent measurements of the surface rough-
ness. An analytical expression for the correlation function gives an explicit relation between the change in the
speckle pattern and the roughness, and magnetic and aperture scattering. Changes in the speckle pattern are
shown to arise from beating of magnetic scattering with the roughness scattering and diffraction from the
aperture. The largest effect is found when the surface roughness scatter is comparable in intensity to the
magnetic scatter.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Thin magnetic films are of considerable scientific inter
and are key components in magnetic information stor
technology.1 New applications and improvements in devi
performance rely on a microscopic understanding of
static and dynamic properties of magnetic order in thin film
Difficulties arise due to the lack of appropriate experimen
techniques when one tries to image magnetic structure
buried layers under applied field or when trying to obse
the dynamics of a magnetic structure on submicron len
scales. In this paper we explore the use of resonant cohe
x-ray scattering as a probe of the magnetic order in anti
romagnetic thin films.

Antiferromagnetic~AFM! order is particularly difficult to
study since no net magnetic moment can be detected w
averaging over the unit cell of a solid or surface. Howev
an antiferromagnetically ordered Mn monolayer was rece
imaged with atomic spatial resolution using spin-polariz
scanning-tunneling microscopy.2 Antiferromagnetic order in
surfaces can also be imaged by x-ray magnetic linear dic
ism ~XMLD ! spectromicroscopy with lateral size resolutio
down to 10 nm.3,4 In the latter work, magnetic contras
comes from the fact that the scattering/absorption cross
tion under resonant excitation depends on the relative or
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tation of the electric-field vector of the incident x rays a
the AFM axis. More specifically, XMLD is the difference i
cross section for x rays polarized perpendicular or paralle
the magnetic moment. In the AFM case the XMLD depen
on the expectation value of the square of the local magn
moment^M2&.5–7

An image of antiferromagnetic domains on the surface
a LaFeO3 thin film as measured using photoelectron em
sion microscopy~PEEM! and exploiting XMLD is shown in
Fig. 1. Two types of domains are present with their resp
tive AFM axis perpendicular to each other.4 The image
shows a symmetric domain distribution and an average
main size in the micrometer range. By symmetric we me
that the statistical properties of the two domains are
same.

While XMLD PEEM is valuable as a real-space imagin
technique, it has three drawbacks. First, the spatial resolu
is limited by the aberrations of the secondary electron im
ing system rather than by the wavelength of the incid
radiation. Secondly, it is impossible to study the domains
the presence of an applied magnetic field as the secon
electrons interact with the magnetic field. Finally, due to t
strong surface sensitivity of techniques based on photoe
trons, buried layers cannot be probed. These drawbacks
be overcome by using x-ray-scattering techniques. For in
©2002 The American Physical Society21-1
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herent scattering, use of the spectral dependence of the
ferent scattering channels in order to separate charge
magnetic scattering has been explored in Ref. 8. A cohe
soft x-ray scattering experiment which exploits XMLD an
shows antiferromagnetic contrast is reported in the pre
work. Changes in the speckle pattern associated with
magnetic order in LaFeO3 films are observed by tuning th
x-ray energy from one of the peaks in the crystal-field m
tiplet structure at the Fe-L3 edge to the other. A speckl
pattern is observed in the far field when coherent radia
scatters from a surface of a medium with a randomly vary
height or refractive index. The resulting pattern is due
interference between waves which undergo various opt
path differences or phase shifts after being scattered by
ferent parts of the medium.9 The speckle manifests itself as
modulation in the intensity of the diffuse scattering provid
that the incident radiation is sufficiently coherent. In t
x-ray range experimental speckle investigations became
sible with the development of undulators at synchrotro
radiation sources. Coherent hard x-ray scattering exp
ments demonstrated the potential of the technique in a Br
reflection geometry.9,10 Real-space images can be reco
structed from x-ray speckle patterns.11–13 Coherent x-ray
scattering has been used to study magnetic order14 and ob-
serve fluctuations of magnetic domains.15

The x-ray scattering from magnetically ordered surfa
contains contributions from the surface roughness and f
the magnetic order, if the x-ray wavelength is tuned to
suitable magnetic transition. In addition, the pinhole apert
used as a coherence filter in coherent x-ray scattering
tributes a diffraction pattern, which interferes with the d
fuse scattering from the surface of the sample. Diffract
from the aperture gives rise to distinct features in coher
experiments. If the aperture is a circular pinhole, Airy rin
are present in the scattered intensity and dominate the

FIG. 1. PEEM image of a LaFeO3 sample showing a symmetri
distribution of antiferromagnetic domains~Ref. 4!.
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tering close to the specularly reflected beam for smo
samples. In the reflection geometry, both the magnetic s
tering and the surface-roughness scattering give rise
speckles in the diffuse intensity, with coherent illuminatio
In this paper we explore the interference between the m
netic scattering, the surface-roughness scattering, and the
fraction from the exit aperture.

An expression is derived for the cross correlation betwe
speckle patterns obtained at two different resonances a
Fe-L3 edge which have opposite magnetic contrast for
two different orientation antiferromagnetic domains. This e
pression provides a quantitative measure of the interfere
between the magnetic scattering, the surface-roughness
tering, and the diffraction from the pinhole.

The experimental setup is described in Sec. II. Coher
scattering data is discussed in Sec. III. The intensity corr
tion function taking into account magnetic and surfac
roughness scattering and diffraction from the pinhole is
rived in Sec. IV. A comparison of the theoretical results w
the experimental correlation function is discussed in Sec

II. EXPERIMENT

Coherent soft x-ray scattering experiments were p
formed at the undulator beamline 8.0 of the Advanced Lig
Source, using a custom-built ultrahigh-vacuum end stat
The scattering geometry as well as the definition of the m
mentum transfers are shown in Fig. 2. The end station c
sists of a double-pinhole coherence filter, sample manip
tor, and a two-dimensional~2D! position sensitive detecto
for soft x rays consisting of a multichannel plate and res
tive anode. Linearly polarized radiation with the electri
field vector perpendicular to the scattering plane entered
end station after being monochromatized (l/Dl; 2000!.
Measurements were performed at the two peaks at 708.4
and 710.2 eV within the Fe-L3 absorption edge of LaFeO3
using the third undulator harmonic. Stray light from the fir
harmonic was blocked by a Co transmission filter.

In order to perform a coherent scattering experiment, t
conditions need to be fulfilled:~i! the sample has to be illu
minated by a laterally coherent beam and~ii ! the maximum

FIG. 2. ~a! Experimental setup showing the two-pinhole cohe
ence filter and the grazing incidence geometry.~b! and ~c! Defini-
tion of the in-plane and out-of-plane momentum transfersqx , qy ,
andqz , respectively.k f andk0 are the incident and exit scatterin
vectors. In~b! and ~c!, the specular direction is also indicated.
1-2
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INTERFERENCE BETWEEN MAGNETISM AND SURFACE . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B65 235421
path-length difference has to be smaller than the longitud
coherence lengthj 5 l2Dl; 3.5 mm in our case (l
517.5 Å at 710 eV!. In a two-pinhole coherence filter with
pinholes of diametersP1 andP2 separated byL, condition~i!
is fulfilled if P2<lL/2P1.16,17 In our setup, the arrangemen
P1540 mm, P255 mm, and L5230 mm was used
which fulfills this condition and produces a laterally cohere
beam behind the second pinhole. The sample is located
mm downstream ofP2. The incidence angle of 7° results i
an elliptical footprint of the beam on the sample of abo
5 mm by 40 mm. The grazing incidence geometry enhanc
the cross section for the specular and diffuse reflectivities
results in smaller momentum transfers which limit the mi
mum spatial resolution that can be studied. With this se
and according to condition~ii !, the longitudinal coherence i
sufficient to observe coherent scattering over the whole
tector, and maximum momentum tranfers are;6 mm21

and ;100 mm21 for qx and qy , respectively. The CsI-
coated multichannel plate detector is located 660 mm beh
the sample and has an active area of 40-mm width
20 mm height.

An average coherence length of the incident radiation
;7 mm was determined by fitting the Fraunhofer ring co
trast in the experiment~due to scattering from the pinhol
P2) with a calculated Fraunhofer pattern. For this, the m
surement was performed without a sample, by placing
detector in the direct beam. The calculation consisted of
convolution of the scattering~Airy pattern! with the Fourier
transform of the complex coherence factor.18

LaFeO3 films were grown in an oxide molecular-bea
epitaxy system by means of a block-by-block growth meth
on a SrTiO3 ~100! substrate.4,19 The film thickness was 26
nm. The AFM axes of LaFeO3 films made a 45° angle with
the sample surface, and assumed only two orientat
whose projections on the sample surface were perpendic
to each other.4

The samples were imaged by PEEM~Ref. 4! and mounted
with one of the AFM axes oriented in the scattering pla
The sample position was not changed during the meas
ments, so that the illuminated area on the sample rema
the same. Atomic force microscopy images of the samp
were taken using a Nanoscope IIIa from Digital Instrumen

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The calculated x-ray reflectivity spectra for a single d
main, for x rays polarized parallel and perpendicular to
AFM axis, are plotted in Fig. 3. The angle of incidence is 7
The imaginary part of the refractive index was obtained fr
absorption spectra measured at near normal incidence
PEEM on single domains4 while the real part was calculate
via a Kramers-Kronig transformation. Any dependence
the optical properties on the angle of the incident beam w
respect to the surface normal was ignored.20 With the film
thickness at 26 nm, the path length inside the material fo
x-ray beam reflected from the substrate-film interface an
the incidence angle of 7° was 426 nm. This neglected
refraction of the x rays at the film-air interface, which wou
further increase the path length. The nonresonant x-
23542
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absorption length at 800 eV was about 200 nm. At the p
of the absorption resonance the absorption length decre
to about 25 nm. Thus x rays that are transmitted into the fi
are largely absorbed and the back reflection from
substrate-film interface can be neglected. The modulus
phase of the reflectivity are shown in Fig. 3~a! and Fig. 3~b!,
respectively. Two crystal-field and angular momentum m
tiplet peaks at the Fe-L3 edge~708.4 eV and 710.2 eV! are
observed. A rather large linear dichroism is seen (;38%),
which changes sign when going from one resonance to
other. At the peak in the absorption resonances, the phas
the reflectivity is identical for both orientations of th
incident-beamE vector with respect to the AFM axis of th
domains@Fig. 3~b!#. The magnetic contribution to the reso
nant x-ray scattering at the peak energies is therefore o
due to changes in the amplitude of the reflectivity betwe
the domains and not the phase of the reflectivity.

In Fig. 4, an overview of the scattering from a LaFeO3
surface is shown. The largest intensity is found in the cen
corresponding to the specular direction. For better visibi
of the diffuse scattering~i.e., outside the specular direction!,
the colorz scale in the image has been saturated in the
cinity of the specular spot where the intensity is large
Around the center, Fraunhofer diffraction rings are visib
~labeled ‘‘A’’ !. Irregularities in the laser-drilled pinhole resu
in intensity streaks radiating from the central peak. Diffu
scattering from the surface roughness and the AFM dom
is observed in the regions outside the Fraunhofer rings
extends at a constantq5(qx

21qy
2)1/2 to form ellipses as

shown in the figure. The elliptical shape of the constanq
contours is related to the grazing incidence geometry of
experiment. Black spots on the image correspond to d
areas on the CsI-coated multichannel plate detector~labeled
‘‘B’’ !. The near horizontal line~labeled ‘‘C’’! in the lower

FIG. 3. Calculated soft x-ray reflectivity spectra at 7° incide
angle from a LaFeO3 thin film. The modulus~a! and phase~b! of
the reflectivity are shown. Note the presence of two resonance
the Fe-L3 edge and the change in sign of the magnetic cont
when moving from one resonance to the other. At the resona
energies the phase of the reflectivity is identical for both orien
tions of the incidentE vector with respect to the AFM axis of th
domains.
1-3
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A. RAHMIM et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW B 65 235421
part of the figure is due to the beam footprint intercepting
edge of the sample. Note that Fraunhofer rings are
present below this line while diffuse scattering is still o
served. The inset in Fig. 4 is an expanded view of a reg
away from the Fraunhofer rings as indicated by the rect
gular box in Fig. 4. The inset shows speckle due to scatte
from the rough surface and from the antiferromagnetic
mains. The sizes of the speckle and the spacing betwee
Fraunhofer rings are solely determined by the wavelengt
the radiation used, and by the size of the coherently illu
nated area. Speckle~diffuse! scattering dominates ove
Fraunhofer diffraction at highqx since the illumination is
larger than the typical length scale of the surface roughn
and of the magnetic domains.

Speckle pattern changes were observed when chan
the photon energy from one of the two peaks of the FeL3
edge~708.4 eV or 710.2 eV! to the other. The changes a
only due to magnetic contrast since a 0.25% change in
photon wavelength does not significantly change the rou
ness scattering contribution to the speckle pattern. This
independently verified by comparing off-resonance data
similar small variations in photon energy.

IV. MAGNETIC INTENSITY CORRELATION FUNCTION

In order to quantify the change in the speckle pattern w
a change in energy, a normalized correlation factorgexp was
calculated. For two scattering images covering a givenq box
and represented by the data matricesMhk andNhk measured
at the incident photon energiesE1 and E2, this figure of
merit is defined as

gexp~E1 ,E2!5

(
h,k

~Mhk2M̄hk!~Nhk2N̄hk!

A(
h,k

~Mhk2M̄hk!
2(

h,k
~Nhk2N̄hk!

2

.

~1!

FIG. 4. ~Color! Overview of the 2D intensity distribution of the
scattered x rays at 710.2 eV from a LaFeO3 surface. The linearz
false color scale has been purposely saturated in the center.
inset is an expanded view of the speckle dominated region as
cated by the rectangular box. See text for details.
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The correlation factor is 0 when the images being compa
are uncorrelated, 1 when they are perfectly correlated, a
21 when they are perfectly anticorrelated. The subtract
of the mean values (M̄ , N̄) and the normalization in the
definition of Eq.~1! permit a direct comparison of positio
and shape of the speckles, thus canceling the effects of v
ing total intensity between images and of finite coheren
length of the incident radiation~reduced image contrast!. Ob-
viously, maximum coherence length is desirable in order
get large speckle contrast in the experiment and there
maximize the signal-to-noise ratio and minimize the unc
tainty in the calculation ofgexp.

Roughness and magnetic scattering both create spe
Moreover they interfere with each other in the region ofq
where they have comparable contributions to the scatte
intensity. Furthermore, depending on the size of illuminatio
the pinhole diffraction~Fraunhofer rings! also interferes with
the roughness and magnetic scattering. This is particul
well illustrated in Fig. 4 where no speckle is seen in theqy
direction due to dominant pinhole scattering but both pinh
and speckle scattering are seen in theqx direction. At 7°
incident angle, the illumination length is asymptotically eig
times shorter in they than in thex direction.

In order to study the interference of the pinhole diffracti
and the magnetic and roughness scattering, we derive a
oretical expression for the intensity correlation functi
when the relative reflectivity of the magnetic domains is
verted. Inversion occurs for resonant scattering when ther
a 90° rotation of the sample or the incident energy is mov
from one of the absorption resonances at the Fe-L3 edge to
the other. We denote the complex scattered amplitude and
scattered intensity from the sample byA6(q) and I 6(q),
respectively. The momentum transfer is defined as follow

K5k f2k0 , ~2!

wherek0 andk f are the ingoing and outgoing wave vector
respectively.K is split into its components perpendicularqz
and parallelq5(qx ,qy) to the surface.

In order to take the scattering from the magnetic doma
into account, we introduce a scattering amplitude factor
resonanceC(x)exp(if)@16m(x)# whereC(x) is the prod-
uct of the aperture function and the modulus of the magn
scattering amplitude averaged over the two types of doma
f is the phase of the scattering amplitude~the phase is the
same for the two domains at the resonances and can ther
be factored out!, and m(x) is dimensionless and describe
the variation in the modulus of the scattering factor due
the magnetic domains. The sample roughness is describe
h(x) which denotes the difference in height between
mean sample height and the height at the lateral coordinax.
Since the 5-mm pinhole is close to the sample~30 mm! we
neglect the Fresnel fringes and assume the illumination
uniform over an elliptical area. In the Born approximatio
and the Fraunhofer limit of scattering, the speckle amplitu
is written as the 2D Fourier transform:

A6~q!5E C~x!eif@16m~x!#eiqzh(x)eiq.xdx, ~3!

he
i-
1-4
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where x5(x,y). The scattered intensity is given byI 6(q)
5uA6(q)u2. We introduce the following notation:

DA6~q!5A6~q!2A6
0 ~q! ~4!

and

DI 6~q!5I 6~q!2^I 6~q!&, ~5!

where

A0,6~q!5^A6~q!& ~6!

with ^ & indicating an average over surface roughness
magnetic domain distributions. One must consider ensem
averages in order to derive an analytical expression dep
ing on the statistical properties of the particular surface@e.g.,
root mean square~rms! roughness, average size of magne
domains, etc.# and not of the particular configuration of th
surface.

Ensemble averageŝ & still result in oscillations of the
scattered intensity arising from the deterministic contribut
of the aperture to the overall scattering~the pinhole gives rise
to a characteristic Fraunhofer pattern!. In the experimental
calculation of the intensity correlation given by Eq.~1!, ap-
erture oscillations are smoothed out since the calculatio
summed overq space. Theq box over which averaging is
performed typically covers four Fraunhofer rings. Therefo
in order to assure correspondence between theoretical
experimental calculations of the correlation, we introduc
‘‘smoothing operator’’b c, which smoothes out aperture o
cillations by performing averages in aq box. The normalized
magnetic intensity correlation function is then defined in
following way:

g~q!5
b^D8I 1~q!D8I 2~q!& c

Ab^D8I 1~q!2& c b^D8I 2~q!2& c
~7!

where

D8I 6~q!5I 6~q!2 b^I 6~q!& c. ~8!

It is important to note that the definition ofg(q) sup-
presses the effects of partial coherence. Partial coher
leads to decreasing contrast in the speckle pattern. It re
in the decrease ofD8I 6(q) by a factora.1. However, since
both the numerator and denominator in Eq.~7! contain
D8I 6(q), a cancels out andg(q) values stay unchanged.

To better understand the application of the operatorb c,
we first consider the case of reflection from a flat surfa
illuminated by a circular pinhole of radiusR0. When incident
on the sample at an angleu ~with respect to the sampl
surface!, the illumination forms an ellipse with the elongate
axis in the scattering direction given byR5R0 /sin(u). The
resulting diffraction pattern~along theqx direction! is21

P~q!5P0F2J1~qR!

qR G2

, ~9!
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whereP0 is the peak intensity andJ1 is the Bessel function
of the first kind, order one. In the following,P(q) will be
referred to as pinhole scattering. In the asymptotic form, o
has22

J1~x!;A 2

px
cosS x2

3

4Dp, ~10!

which leads to

P~q!;
8P0

p~qR!3
cos2S qR2

3

4
p D

;
4P0

p F 1

~qR!3
1

cos@2~qR2 3
4 p!#

~qR!3 G ~11!

in the asymptotic limit. Note that averaging the second te
over a few rings should yield a number close to zero. Th

R~q!5
4P0

p~qR!3
~12!

is a very good estimate ofbP(q) c away from the first few
diffraction rings.

bP(q) c is plotted in Fig. 5 for a circular pinhole of radiu
R52.5 mm and at a grazing incidence geometryu
57° @P(q) is averaged over aq box extending through
about four rings as shown on the graph#. It is seen that
bP(q) c agrees very well withR(q) after the first few diffrac-
tion rings. Trigonometric manipulation gives

P~q!2;
16P0

2

p2 F 3

2~qR!6
1

2 cos[2(qR2 3
4 p)]

~qR!6

1
cos[4(qR2 3

4 p)]

2~qR!6 G . ~13!

FIG. 5. Average intensity of pinhole scattering as a function
qx . A circular pinhole of radiusR52.5 mm illuminates a flat sur-
face at grazing incidenceu57°. See text for details.
1-5
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Note that after averaging the above expression, the last
terms may be ignored according to the argument gi
above. Thus we have

bP~q!2c; 3

2 F 4P0

p~qR!3G 2

5
3

2
R~q!2 ~14!

and

bD8P~q!2c5 bP~q!2c2 bP~q!c2; 1
2 R~q!2. ~15!

Let us now return to the derivation of the normalized ma
netic intensity correlation function. For a symmetric ma
netic domain distribution,̂D8I 1(q)2&5^D8I 2(q)2&, thus

g~q!5
b^D8I 1~q!D8I 2~q!& c

b^D8I 1~q!2& c
~16!

since both types of domains contribute equally. The symm
ric assumption is used for simplicity in the derivations, ho
ever, the results can be trivially extended to the asymme
case. Combining Eqs.~5! and ~8!, we obtain

D8I 6~q!5DI 6~q!1b~q!, ~17!

where

b~q!5^I ~q!&2 b^I ~q!& c. ~18!

Noting thatb(q) is statistically constant~already ensemble
averaged!, we get from Eqs.~16! and ~18!

g~q!5
b^DI 1~q!DI 2~q!& c1 bb~q!2c

b^DI 1~q!2& c1 bb~q!2c
. ~19!

In Ref. 23, Pederson derived an expression for the sp
tral speckle correlation. His derivation is extended in t
Appendix to the case of magnetic intensity correlation an
is demonstrated that regardless of the sample roughne
magnetic contrast the following relation is valid atq
@p/2L whereL is the illumination length:

^DI 1~q!DI 6~q!&5uG (1,6)~q!u22uG (1,6)
0 ~q!u2, ~20!

where

G (1,6)~q!5^A1~q!A6* ~q!& ~21!

and

G (1,6)
0 ~q!5A1

0 ~q!„A6
0 ~q!…* . ~22!

The advantage of Eq.~20! is that it expresses intensity co
relation functions in terms of amplitude correlation fun
tions, which are easier to evaluate. Note also that

^I ~q!&5G (1,1)~q!5G (2,2)~q!. ~23!

Finally, using Eqs.~19! and ~20!, we get

g~q!5
b uG (1,2)~q!u22uG (1,2)

0 ~q!u2c1 bb~q!2c
b uG (1,1)~q!u22uG (1,1)

0 ~q!u2c1 bb~q!2c
. ~24!
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In the following, an explicit expression for the above equ
tion is derived.

Equation~21! can be expressed, using Eq.~3!,

G (1,6)~q!5 K E E dx1dx2C~x1!C~x2!e
i (f12f6)

3@11m~x1!#@16m~x2!#

3eiqz[h(x1)2h(x2)]eiq•(x12x2)L . ~25!

At resonance, the phase (f6) does not depend on the mag
netic state as stated earlier, therefore it does not depend ox1
and x2. Furthermore, since we are only interested
uG (1,6)(q)u2 in the calculation of Eq.~24!, the phase (f1

2f6) is ignored in the rest of the derivation. Roughness a
magnetization are assumed to vary independently, thus
ensemble averages may be taken separately for the rough
and magnetic terms. Under the assumption of Gaussian
tributed fluctuations of surface height, and definingX5x1
2x2 , we have24

^eiqz[h(x1)2h(x2)]&5e2qzs
2[12rh(X)] , ~26!

wheres is the rms roughness andrh(X) is the normalized
autocorrelation function of the surface height. Assuming
self-affined surface of fractal dimensionD532hr with a
finite cutoff length for the roughnessjh , rh(X) takes the
following form:25,26

rh~X!5e2(X/jh)2hr. ~27!

Such an autocorrelation function is consistent with the pow
spectral density of our sample surface as measured by at
force microscopy, as discussed below.

For a symmetric magnetic domain distribution,

^@11m~x1!#@16m~x2!#&

516^m~x1!m~x2!&516sm
2 rm~X!, ~28!

whererm(X) is the normalized magnetic scattering amp
tude autocorrelation function andsm5A^m2& is the rms
magnetic scattering amplitude. Substituting Eqs.~26! and
~28! into Eq. ~25!, we obtain for the amplitude correlatio
function

G (1,6)~q!

5e2qz
2s2E %c~X!„16sm

2 rm~X!…eqz
2s2rh(X)eiq•XdX,

~29!

where

%c~X!5E C~x!C~x1X!dx. ~30!

Note that by takingR5uXu and assuming a circular illumi
nation spot on the sample, one may change the variables
polar coordinates, thus expressing Eq.~29! as the one-
dimensional integral
1-6
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G (1,6)~q!5e2qz
2s2E %c~R!~16sm

2 rm~R!!

3eqz
2s2rh(R)J0~qR!RdR, ~31!

where q5uqx
21qy

2u1/2 and J0 is the Bessel function of the
zeroth kind. However, this equation does not hold genera
as the beam input is typically not circular at the surface d
to grazing incidence, and therefore integration must be
formed separately in both dimensions. Continuing on w
Eq. ~29!,

G (1,6)~q!5e2qz
2s2Fq$%c~X!@16sm

2 rm~X!#eqz
2s2rh(X)%,

whereFq$ % indicates a Fourier transform. Using the conv
lution theorem, we obtain

G (1,6)~q!

5e2qz
2s2Fq$%c~X…%* Fq$„16sm

2 rm~X!…eqz
2s2rh(X)%,

~32!

where the asterisk denotes a convolution. It can be rewri
in the form

G (1,6)~q!5e2qz
2s2Fq$%c~X!%* @Fq$1%1Fq$e

qz
2s2rh(X)21%

6sm
2 Fq$rm~X!eqz

2s2rh(X)%#. ~33!

The illumination function%c(X) is very wide compared to
rh(X) andrm(X). Therefore,Fq$%c(X)% behaves as a delt
function when applied to the second and third terms in
bracket expansion of Eq.~33!. It thus follows that

G (1,6)~q!5e2qz
2s2

@P~q!1H~q!6M ~q!#, ~34!

where

P~q!5Fq$%c~X!%, ~35!

H~q!5Fq$e
qz

2s2rh(X)21%, ~36!

M ~q!5sm
2 Fq$rm~X!eqz

2s2rh(X)%. ~37!

Note that since%c(X), rm(X), and rh(X) are symmetric,
P(q), M (q), andH(q) are real valued.

We can now derive an expression forbI (q) c recalling that
the pinhole component of the scatteringP(q) must be re-
placed by an averaged versionbP(q) c in order to remove the
deterministic aperture oscillations. SinceM (q) andH(q) are
ensemble-averaged functions, they do not exhibit osc
tions. It follows, combining Eqs.~23! and ~34!, that

b^I ~q!& c5e2qz
2s2

$ bP~q!c1H~q!1M ~q!%. ~38!

Recalling Eq.~18!, we get

b~q!5P~q!2 bP~q!c5D8P~q! ~39!

from which, using Eq.~15!, we obtain
23542
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bb~q!2c51

2
R~q!2, ~40!

where

R~q!5
4P0

p~qR!3
. ~41!

Now, combining Eqs.~3! and ~6! and assuming a Gaussia
distributed roughness and a symmetric magnetic domain
tribution, we have

A6
0 ~q!5E C~x!^11m~x!&^eiqzh(x)&eiq•xdx

5e2qz
2s2/2E C~x!eiq•xdx, ~42!

which, using Eq.~22!, leads to

G (1,2)
0 ~q!5G (1,1)

0 ~q!5ue2qz
2s2/2Fq~C~x!!u25e2qz

2s2
P~q!,

~43!

where the convolution theorem was used. Combining E
~24!, ~34!, ~40!, and~43!, we obtain for the magnetic inten
sity correlation function

g~q!5
M21 1

2 R~q!2

M11 1
2 R~q!2

, ~44!

where

M65 b~P~q!1H~q!6M ~q!!22P~q!2c
5 b~2P~q!1H~q!6M ~q!!~H~q!6M ~q!!c
5~2R~q!1H~q!6M ~q!!~H~q!6M ~q!!, ~45!

and where we have used the fact that the effect of
‘‘smoothing operator’’b c on the magnetic and roughnes
terms is negligible. Indeed, these terms are ensemble a
aged and do not exhibit short-range oscillations. Combin
Eqs. ~44! and ~45!, we get the final result for the magnet
intensity correlation function:

g~q!5
„R~q!1H~q!2M ~q!…22 1

2 R~q!21h2

„R~q!1H~q!1M ~q!…22 1
2 R~q!21h2

, ~46!

where we recall that

R~q!5
4P0

p~qR!3
, ~47!

and whereh is a background noise term. Background no
comes from the dark counts in the scattering experiment

V. COMPARISON OF ANALYTICAL
AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

We first make the following observation: it is clear fro
Eq. ~46! that the correlation functiong(q) upon inverting the
magnetic domain amplitude would be unity if the pinho
1-7
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and roughness scatter terms were zero@R(q)5H(q)50#.
The importance of the pinhole and roughness scatter ca
understood using the schematic shown in Fig. 6. Surf
roughness is not included in this example. Inverting the s
tering amplitude of the magnetic domains can be mathem
cally thought of as first inverting the total scattering amp
tude and then adding two times the aperture function~Fig.
6!. In general the scattered intensity is insensitive to a c
stant phase offset of the scattering object, therefore
speckle will not change when the magnetic contrast is
verted in an infinite sample. The situation is different f
a finite sample as shown in Fig. 6. In this case when
magnetic contrast is inverted, the overall effect on the ob
cannot be simply described by a phase change, since
aperture function does not invert. Similarly surfac
roughness scattering will also remain unaffected by magn
contrast inversion. Therefore for a finite sample with a rou
surface, the interference between the magnetic scattering
the aperture and roughness scattering will produce an ov
change in the speckle pattern when the magnetic contra
inverted.

In order to validate the analytical result@Eq. ~46!#, we
perform a 1D simulation of the correlation functiong(q) for
a smooth sample with a random magnetic pattern. The
hole diameter is set equal to 30mm, the illumination direc-
tion is taken to be normal to the surface~i.e., u590°), and a
relative magnetic scattering amplitudesm50.04 is assumed
Magnetic domains are artificially created by binning sums
Gaussian functions located randomly on a 1D grid. The
width at half maximum of the Gaussian functions is abo
0.15 mm. Correlations@gexp(q)# of the simulated scattering
data are calculated according to the definition of Eq.~1!. The
q box over which averaging is performed is 1.3mm21. The
simulated correlation functiongexp(q) is compared to the
theoretical calculation ofg(q) obtained using Eq.~46!. Since
the scattering is simulated in one dimension,R(q)
5P0/2(qR)2 is used. The magnetic domain autocorrelati
function rm(X) is taken to berm(X)5e2(X/jm)2

with the
parameterjm50.115 mm obtained by fittingrm(X) to the
simulated autocorrelation function.

The results are shown in Fig. 7. The simulated and th
retical curves are in good agreement. At smallq values~i.e.,

FIG. 6. Schematic of the 1D scattering amplitude~A! from ran-
dom magnetic domains with a finite illumination region. Invertin
the scattering amplitude of the magnetic domains@from ~a! to ~b!# is
equivalent to first inverting the total scattering amplitude and th
adding two times the aperture function.
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close to the specular peak! the pinhole scattering dominate
andg(q);1. In the higherq limit ~i.e., atq;qm whereqm
is equal to 2p divided by the size of the domains! the ratio
of pinhole to magnetic scattering decreases and beating
sults in the lowering of the correlation function. In thisq
range uncorrelated speckle patterns are observed@g(q);0#.
As q increases beyondqm the magnetic scatter decreas
faster than the pinhole scatter causing the correlation fu
tion to approach unity at highq.

The quantitative differences exhibited between the t
curves are due to the fact that for the calculation of the sim
lated gexp(q) only one particular sample has been cons
ered, whereas in the calculation of the theoreticalg(q), the
expressionM (q) is found by performing an ensemble ave
age over an infinite number of magnetic domain distrib
tions. This can be directly traced back to definitions of E
~1! and Eq. ~7!, where the latter involves taking both a
average over aq range and an ensemble average. An e
semble average is included in the definition of Eq.~7! in
order to derive a result that does not depend on a partic
surface. The simulated and theoretical curves clearly cap
the important feature of the correlation function, namely, it
small in a region of reciprocal space in which the interfe
ence between the scattering from the magnetic domains
the diffraction from the pinhole are maximized.

The analytical correlation function@Eq. ~46!# does not
allow for large negative values of the correlation since b
R(q) andM (q) are greater than zero. The minimum value
g can be easily calculated:gmin5(12A2)/(11A2)
;20.17. The overall scattering is modulated by the det
ministic scattering from the aperture. Therefore, the calcu
tion of the correlation according to Eq.~1! where aq box
covering several diffraction rings is considered results
mostly positive correlations.

In the remainder of this section, the 2D case and the
tual experimental conditions are considered. The autoco

n

FIG. 7. Comparison ofgexp(q) ~circles on solid line! calculated
from simulated data according to Eq.~1! with the theoreticalg(q)
~solid line! calculated according to Eq.~46!. 1D case.
1-8
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lation functions of the surface roughness and of the magn
domains were determined using independent experime
The sample was measured by atomic force microscopy w
image sizes up to 40340 mm. Parameters for the autoco
relation function rh were obtained by fitting the Fourie
transform ofrh with the power spectral density~PSD! cal-
culated from the atomic force microscopy data. An identi
procedure was followed for the autocorrelation function
the magnetic domainsrm using PEEM images. Power spe
tral densities are shown in Fig. 8 together with the fitt
curves. Experimental data are shown in Fig. 8 for two dir
tions on the sample at 90° from each other. The PSD’s
found to be isotropic. The surface roughness is well
scribed down to about 1mm21 using a cutoff lengthjh of
0.55 mm and a roughness exponenthr50.5. The rms rough-
nesss is about 0.3 nm. The magnetic domains are w
described using a cutoff lengthjm of 0.325 mm and an ex-
ponenthm50.85. The rms of the magnetic amplitudesm ,
assuming a 38% change in reflectivity for both domain o
entations, is about 0.08 (sm is dimensionless!. The well-
defined corner in the PSD of the magnetic domains follow
by a sharp decay (;q23.7) indicates that the domains have
well-defined length scale of about 0.65mm (23jm).

Experimental values of the correlation as a function oq
as calculated according to Eq.~1! are shown in Fig. 9. We
calculatedgexp for image areas ofDqx;0.8 mm213Dqy
;5.2 mm21 in size and for measurements performed eit
at the same energy but at different timesgexp(E2 ,E2) or at
different energies and different timesgexp(E1 ,E2) (E1
5708.4 eV andE25710.2 eV). The correlation data sho
a similar trend and decrease with increasingq. This trend is
due to the relative increase in noise~which is uncorrelated
between measurements! in the images with increasingq. The

FIG. 8. Experimental power spectral density~PSD! from the
surface roughness~top! and from the magnetic domain distributio
~bottom!. Data has been offset vertically for clarity. The solid lin
are theoretical PSD’s calculated using exponential correlation fu
tions @Eq. ~27!#.
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correlation reaches 0.1 atq;5 mm21 which indicates that
noise dominates the scattering in thisq range. Noise is
mainly due to low statistics in the diffuse scattering at highq,
however in the evaluation of correlations small changes
the illuminated area may also play a role. The correlatio
gexp(E1 ,E2) are almost always lower thangexp(E2 ,E2) due
to changes in the speckle patterns when inverting the m
netic contrast~by tuning the energy fromE1 to E2).

The experimental values of the correlation are compa
in Fig. 10 to theoretical predictions according to Eq.~46!.
Rather than plottinggexp, the ratio

gN
exp5gexp~E1 ,E2!/gexp~E2 ,E2! ~48!

of the gexp values is plotted. This normalized correlation
similar to the correlation of images from which the statistic
noise had been subtracted. By statistical noise we mean
shot noise in the measurement of intensities. We assume
the added noise has a zero mean. The correlationgN

exp has a
minimum at aroundq54 mm21 and approaches unity a
high q. The solid line in Fig. 10 is the theoretical curve@Eq.
~46!# using the parameters for the autocorrelation functio
as obtained by fitting the power spectral densities~Fig. 8!.
The dashed line is a theoretical prediction using the sa
parameters as for the solid line but with the addition of t
background noise term in Eq.~46!. Background noise, which
has a constant value inq, is assumed to be comparable
intensity to the roughness scatter atq55 mm21. The theo-
retical prediction for the correlation using the experimenta
determined surface roughness and magnetic scattering
rameters is in good agreement with the experimental res
if the background noise is taken into account. Noise a
background dominated spectra at highq results in high val-

c-

FIG. 9. Experimental correlationsgexp versus momentum trans
fer q. Solid circles are experimental data,gexp(E2 ,E2), for mea-
surements performed at the same energy but different tim
whereas triangles,gexp(E1 ,E2), are for data measured at the tw
resonances (E15708.4 eV,E25710.2 eV).
1-9
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ues of the normalized correlation and in a shift of the cor
lation minimum to lowerq values.

The shape of the correlation function versusq can be
understood by comparing the three termsR(q), H(q), and
M (q) of Eq. ~46!. Such a comparison is done in Fig. 1
where the fitted parameters are used. At smallq, the pinhole
scattering@R(q)# dominates and the correlation is unity. A
q increases, roughness scatteringH(q) becomes increasingly
important and eventually dominates. Since the momen
decay at largeq of the pinhole and roughness scattering
similar (;q23), roughness scattering dominates the en
high q range. The magnetic scatteringM (q) is less intense
than the roughness scattering over all of theq range. It is
closest toH(q) at qm;6.5 mm21 which corresponds to the
magnetic domain length scale@sharp corner inM (q)]. The
correlation is the lowest aroundqm ~solid line in Fig. 10!
where the interference between the roughness and the
netic scattering is at a maximum. With increasingq, the cor-
relation slowly increases to 1 as the roughness scatte
dominates due to its slower decay than the magnetic sca
ing at highq ~the latter decays as;q23.7).

The theoretical correlation factorg(q) is plotted in Fig.
12 for different magnetic domain length scalesjm @Fig.
12~a!#, rms amplitude of the magnetic contrastsm @Fig.
12~b!#, roughness exponenthr @Fig. 12~c!#, and rms rough-
nesss @Fig. 12~d!#. The parametersjm , sm , hr ands range
from 0.4 to 1.2 mm, and 0.02 to 0.12, 0.3 to 0.85 and 0.1
0.6 nm, respectively. All other parameters are kept cons
and identical to the fitted parameters (jm50.325 mm, sm
50.08, hm50.85, jh50.55 mm, s50.3 nm, and hr
50.5). As one would expect, the increase ofjm brings the
correlation minimum to lowerq values@Fig. 12~a!#, and the

FIG. 10. Correlationg versus momentum transferq. Solid
circles are experimental datagN

exp calculated according to Eq.~48!.
The solid and dashed lines are theoretical predictionsg(q) accord-
ing to atomic force microscopy and PEEM data. Good agreem
with the experimental data is obtained by taking the backgro
noise into account~dashed line!.
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decrease of the rms amplitude of the magnetic scatte
(sm) and/or the increase of rms roughness (s) lead to a
smaller dip in the correlation@Figs. 12~b! and 12~d!#. The
increase ofhr results in the widening of the correlation di
@Fig. 12~c!#. The faster the decay of the roughness termH(q)
at largeq, the longer theq range at which beating with the
magnetic scatterM (q) is significant. The width of the corre
lation dip is largest athr5hm50.85@see Fig. 12~c!#. A simi-
lar explanation applies for the change in width of the cor
lation dip in Fig. 12~a!. At larger jm the beating is
maximized atq where the decay of the roughness term
slower@close to the corner ofH(q)] which leads to a smaller
width of the correlation dip. The rms roughness is found
have a large influence on the correlation. Given the magn
contrast of the present experiment, very little magnetic c
trast would be measurable if the surface roughness we
nm and above~the rms roughness of our sample is 0.3 nm!.
From Eqs.~36! and ~37! and assuming comparable cuto
lengths j and autocorrelation exponentsh, it appears that
qz

2s2 needs to be comparable tosm
2 in order to maximize the

beating betweenH(q) andM (q). In the present experimen
qz

2s2 is about 0.069 whereassm
2 is 0.0064. A decrease of th

rms roughness by a factor of 3, to 0.1 nm~ultrasmooth sur-
face!, would result in the maximum beating and to corre
tion values as low as zero aroundqm . The same result would
be achieved by decreasing the incident angle to a very s
grazing angle, however the latter decrease is limited by
physical dimension of the detector and the momentum ra
that needs to be explored. In the case of a perfectly smo
surface, beating occurs between the magnetic and the pin
scattering. Minima in the correlation are found at the cro
over points between the two scattering terms. Higher co

nt
d

FIG. 11. Momentum-transferq dependence of the three term
present in Eq.~46! @R(q), H(q), andM (q)]. The Fraunhofer dif-
fraction P(q) is also plotted.P(q) is not shown atq.4 mm21

since the oscillations cannot be resolved at highq on a logarithmic
scale.
1-10
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FIG. 12. Theoretical correlationg versus momentum transferq
for increasing values of~a! magnetic domain length scal
jm (mm), ~b! rms of the magnetic amplitudesm , ~c! roughness
exponenthr , and ~d! rms roughnesss ~nm!. All other parameters
are kept constant and identical to the fitted parameters (hm50.85,
jh50.55 mm; all other parameters are indicated in the figu
panels!.
23542
lation values are found away from the crossovers where
of the terms dominates the scattering.

VI. CONCLUSION

We have shown that resonant coherent x-ray scatterin
sensitive to antiferromagnetic domain distributions on s
faces due to the x-ray magnetic linear dichroism effect,
long as the surface roughness is very small. Surfa
roughness scattering and the x rays diffracted from a pinh
coherence filter interfere with the magnetic scattering. T
interference offers, in principle, a method for increasing
sensitivity of the x-ray speckle to magnetic phenome
through the beating of a small magnetic term with the lar
diffracted intensity from a pinhole coherence filter, for e
ample. This might be of particular interest in dynamic x-r
scattering experiments,16 where only the fluctuations of indi
vidual speckles are recorded as the dynamics of the syste
studied. Especially at high-momentum transfer, such exp
ments are typically signal limited and additional intens
due to a properly ‘‘designed’’ beating may be welcome.

A mathematical expression was developed for the co
lation between speckle patterns for two identical magne
domain distributions but with inverted magnetic scatteri
contrast. Theoretical predictions were compared with exp
mental results on LaFeO3. Good agreement was found
background noise, which dominates at high-moment
transfer, is taken into account.

It is found that changes in the speckle pattern upon inv
ing the scattering amplitude of the magnetic domains~for
example, by tuning the x-ray energy! are due to beating o
the pinhole and roughness scattering with the magnetic s
tering. The largest effect is found when the surfac
roughness scatter is comparable in intensity to the magn
scatter. A detailed understanding of the interplay of the d
ferent magnetic and nonmagnetic contributions to the coh
ent scattering will be important for future experiments
tempting a reconstruction of the real-space magnetic dom
patterns.

Resonant soft x-ray speckle is a promising tool for stud
ing nanoscale magnetically ordered surfaces and films
provides information on the structure of the magnetic d
mains and their time dependence with a spatial and temp
resolution that is limited by the wavelength of the x rays a
the x-ray brightness. Unlike electron-based techniques
insensitive to external magnetic fields, and can probe bu
layers.
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APPENDIX SIMPLIFICATION
OF INTENSITY CORRELATION

Pederson23 has shown for the case of spectral speckle c
relation in polychromatic speckle patterns that the inten
correlation may be conveniently expressed in terms of
amplitude correlation. An identical relation is derived here
a more elaborate manner and is shown to be applicable to
case of magnetic intensity correlation in the region wh
qL@p/2 (L is the size of the sample!, regardless of the
sample roughness or magnetic contrast. The scattered in
sity is given by

I 6~q!5uA6~q!u2, ~A1!

whereA6(q), the complex scattered amplitude, consists
two parts:

A6~q!5A6
0 ~q!1DA6~q!, ~A2!

where A6
0 (q)5^A6(q)& is the mean scattered amplitud

with ^ & denoting an ensemble average over surface rou
ness and magnetic domain distributions, whileDA6 is a
fluctuating amplitude component with zero mean. Tak
I 65I 6(q), the intensity may now be written

I 65uA6u25uA6
0 1DA6u25I 6

0 1I 6
d 12 Re$~A6

0 !* DA6%,
~A3!

where we have definedI 6
0 5uA6

0 u2 and I 6
d 5uDA6u2. The

mean value is

^I 6&5I 6
0 1^I 6

d & ~A4!

and the fluctuating part is

DI 65DI 6
d 12 Re$~A6

0 !* DA6%. ~A5!

The intensity correlation becomes

^DI 1DI 6&5^DI 1
d DI 6

d &1^4 Re$~A1
0 !* DA1%

3Re$~A6
0 !* DA6%&12 Re$^DI 1

d ~A6
0 !* DA6

1DI 6
d ~A1

0 !* DA1&%. ~A6!

We are interested in investigating whetherDA6 , over an
ensemble of input surface roughness and magnetic distr
tions, exhibits an independent Gaussian distribution of
real and imaginary components with common variance
zero mean~i.e., circular Gaussian statistics!. Note that in the
literature, it is typically desired forA6 ~not DA6) to obey
circular Gaussian statistics24 which requires much stronge
constraints than in the present case. For ease of demon
tion, the roughness is omitted in the rest of the derivatio
however, results are easily extendable to the case of ro
samples. Assuming that the detector at each point rece
contributions fromN points on a 1D surface~equally illumi-
nated by the pinhole!, the scattered amplitude can be e
pressed as a 1D discrete Fourier transform:

A6~q!5 (
n51

N

~16mneiqL(n/N)!, ~A7!
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whereL is the size of the sample, andmn is as defined in Eq.
~3!. It follows that

DA6~q!56 (
n51

N

mneiqL(n/N). ~A8!

Figure 13~a! shows the result of adding the Fourier pha
eiqL(n/N) contributions asn ranges from 1 toN.

It is clear that asqL reaches and exceeds a quarter o
full rotation ~i.e., p/2), the pinhole contribution begins to b
in both the imaginary and real directions. Figure 13~b! shows
the corresponding magnetic contribution to the diffract
amplitude, given by Eq.~A8!. In the simulations, domains
are generated randomly and they are such that as one m
from one to another, the contributionmn changes sign
(umnu520%). The figure captures the random-walk nature
DA6(q) in both the real and imaginary directions.

It must be kept in mind that we are assuming that
number of magnetic domains in the area of illumination
large, enabling us to make use of the central limit theore
In regionsqL@p/2, therefore,DA6(q) will be circularly
Gaussian distributed over an ensemble of surfaces e
though the pinhole contribution(k51

N eiqL(k/N) may still be
completely dominant. On the contrary, this statement wo
be untrue forA6(q) when pinhole scattering, which ce
tainly does not follow Gaussian statistics, is dominant. N
also that the first diffraction minimum occurs atqL52p;
therefore, it is correct to assume thatDA6 has independen
Gaussian distributed real and imaginary parts with comm
variance and zero mean beyond the central diffraction rin

Under the assumption of circular Gaussian statistics
two general random variablesB andC, we have the follow-
ing two properties:27

^Re$B%Re$C%&5^Im$B%Im$C%& ~A9!

and

^uBu2uCu2&5^uBu2&^uCu2&1u^BC* &u2. ~A10!

FIG. 13. ~a! Pinhole and~b! magnetic contributions from points
on an 80-pixel 1D surface, containing 20 randomly generated m
netic domains, at a point on the detector whereqL55.6
.p/2 (umnu520%). Circular Gaussian nature of the magne
contribution is observed.
1-12
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We now make the observation that the last term in Eq.~A6!
contributes zero because it contains only odd powers
DA6 . It also follows from Eq.~A9! that

Re$^DA1~DA6!* &%52^Re$DA1%Re$DA6%&.
~A11!

Therefore, Eq.~A6! may be simplified to the form

^DI 1DI 6&5^DI 1
d DI 6

d &1^2 Re$~A1
0 !* A6

0 ^DA1~DA6!* &%.
~A12!

Furthermore, it follows from Eq.~A10! that

^DI 1
d DI 6

d &5uG (1,6)
d u2, ~A13!

where we have introduced the correlation function
tp

n
,

,

-
R

e

e

n

o

.

a

23542
of
G (1,6)

d 5^DA1DA6* & ~A14!

of the fluctuating component of the scattered amplitu
Upon the introduction of two other correlation functions

G (1,6)
0 5A1

0 ~A6
0 !* , ~A15!

G (1,6)5^A1A6* &5G (1,6)
0 1G (1,6)

d ~A16!

we arrive at an equation for the intensity correlation:

^DI 1DI 6&5uG (1,6)
d u212 Re$~G (1,6)

0 !* G (1,6)
d %

5uG (1,6)u22uG (1,6)
0 u2 ~A17!

as quoted in Eq.~20!.
,

t,

i,

:
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